
You have arrived at the  
Jingili Water Gardens playground.

This is an accessible playground where 
everyone is welcome to play and stay.

WELCOME

The Public Art Component of this project was proudly supported by:
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As you enter the play space look up

Can you see the artworks on the shade cloth?

This playground is extra special because of the beautiful artworks 
throughout the playground. 

You will see lots of animals hiding in the canopy. The artwork on the 
shade cloth shows the tree-top habitat. The artists have drawn lots of 
different animals that live in the mangroves! Some of these animals 
you will know, and some are make-believe … that’s what makes them 
magical.

What can you see?

HIDE & SEEK  
MANGROVE CRITTERS
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These artworks were made as part of the Magical Mangroves public art project by the artists from the Free 

Space Studio Public Art Collective, in collaboration with public art design team Milne and Stonehouse.

The Free Space Studio Public Art Collective (FSSPAC) undertook a collaboration with award-winning designers Milne and Stonehouse. For the 
artists this was opportunity to work alongside experienced public art designers and develop artwork for major public art commission for the 
City of Darwin. 

Susan Milne and Greg Stonehouse travelled to Darwin to work with the artists at the Arts Access Darwin Studio - this was an exciting process 
of exploring the site and the theme together. Milne and Stonehouse worked alongside the artists, sharing their expertise in public art design 
to guide and direct the artists through a new process, working in consultation with FSSPAC through the design, engineering and fabrication 
processes, translating the artist’s design through new mediums and materials, and on a monumental scale.

MEET THE ARTISTS 
MAGICAL MANGROVES 
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The artwork for this project was developed through a design 
workshop program at Arts Access Darwin. The artists researched 
mangrove plants and animals to create the artwork for the 
playground. They visited the Gurrumbay (Rapid Creek) 
mangroves and did a cultural workshop with Larrakia custodian 
Nadine Lee to learn about why the Gurrumbay mangroves are 
special to the traditional owners, the Larrakia people.

ARTS ACCESS WORKSHOPS
at UNTiTLED gallery + studio

ARTS ACCESS 
WORKSHOPS

at UNTiTLED gallery + studio
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The Larrakia are the First Peoples of Garramilla (Darwin).

The playground is located beside Gurrumbay (Rapid Creek). This has 
been a special place to Larrakia people for thousands of years and 
everyone who visits here is asked to show respect.

SITE VISIT 
Gurrumbay (Rapid Creek) 
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YOU ARE ON LARRAKIA COUNTRY  

Image: Larrakia Flag



Now, look at the play structure under the shade cloth in the middle of 
the park. This structure has been made to look like a green ants’ nest.  

Midib Damirrinda is the Larrakia name for Green Ants. Midib Damirrinda (Green Ants) live in trees 
and they build their nests by weaving together leaves using silk. You may have seen green ants’ 
nests hanging from the mangrove trees. 

Midib Damirrinda (Green Ants) are important native insects to the Water Gardens. The Larrakia 
people have many uses for them. The nest can be placed in hot water and the milky liquid drunk 
from the nest can treat colds and congestion. Midib Damirrinda (Green Ants) have anti-fungal 
properties – the ants are crushed in your hands and rubbed over marks on the skin. The green tail 
end of adult ants can be eaten to treat colds as well. It has a sharp tangy taste but make sure the 
ant doesn’t bite you!

You can run, walk, wheel or climb in the green ants’ nest. While you’re in the nest, if you look closely, 
you will see that the Free Space Studio artists have their designs etched into the big green leaves 
wrapped around the pods. 

MIDIB DAMIRRINDA 
Green Ants
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SHADE CLOTH 
Design by the Free Space Studio Public Art Collective
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Arts Access Darwin (AAD) provides arts-based workshops, professional development opportunities and 
produces events inclusive of people with disability. Arts Access Darwin partners with disability service 
providers and arts organisations to increase access to, and participation in the arts for people with 
disability in Darwin. Arts Access Darwin is an original member of the Arts Access Australia national network. 

EQUAL RIGHTS

NON-DISCRIMINATION

INCLUSIVITY 



THE FREE SPACE STUDIO 
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The Free Space Studio is an inclusive visual arts studio project focused on 
the development of studio skills for artists with disabilities. Established in 2013 
The Free Space Studio houses a collective of 18 visual artists and actively 
promotes the public recognition of their work by providing an accessible 
studio space, skills development workshops - and by facilitating exhibition 
opportunities and other professional practice outcomes, including inclusions 
in publications, promotional opportunities for member artists, studio 
residencies and travel opportunities.

Email artsaccess@darwincommunityarts.org.au

Web www.darwincommunityarts.org.au

Blog artsaccessdarwinblog.wordpress.com

Located at UNTiTLED gallery+studio 

Image: Sightlines - Free Space Studio group exhibition held at Tactile Arts.  
             Photo: Fiona Morrison

Image: Free Space Studio artist  
      Jim Simpson

Image: Annie Moors - Solo Studio Project



DARWIN COMMUNITY ARTS
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Darwin Community Arts (DCA) Is a multi-art, community  arts organisation 
operating in the Darwin Urban and Rural Area; and is engaged with local, regional, 
national and international communities. DCA is focused on grassroots community 
arts and cultural development; working to  ensure that diverse communities have 
opportunities to develop their creative practices in safe, inclusive and accessible 
art spaces.

DCA works through partnerships with diverse communities and non-arts 
organisations to provide programs which democratise the making and sharing of 
art. Supporting and facilitating the production of new works through community-
led creative practice and collaborations.

Darwin Community Arts acknowledges the Larrakia, the traditional owners of 
Darwin, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay our 
respects to them, and to their elders both past and present.


